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EVIDENCE FOR UNCONVENTIONAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN UPt3 : SPLITTING OF THE 
SPECIFIC HEAT ANOMALY AT T c 

N. E. PHILLIPS, R. A. FISHER, S. KIM, B+ F. WOODFIELD, L+ TAILLEFER*, K. 
HASSELBACH*, J. FLOUQUET*, A. L. GIORGI and J. L. SMITH 

MCSD, LBL, University of California,+Berkeley, CA 94720, USA; *CRTBT, CNRS, BP 
166X, 38042 Grenoble-CEDEX, France; Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los 
Alamos, NM 87545, USA 

The specific heats of two samples of UPt3 have been measured in the·vicinity 
of T . Both samples show specific heat anomalies sharper than any previously 
obse~ed and two clearly resolved maxima. The results are interpreted as 
evidence of splitting of the transition and unconventional pairing. 

From the initial discoveries of superconductivity in Cecu2si2 , UBe13 and 

UPt3 it was clear that these heavy-fermion superconductors (HFS) were unusual, 

and it was recognized that the coupling mechanism might be unconventional. 

Many differences between the properties of the superconducting state in HFS 

and in conventional BCS superconductors have been observed; however, in

terpretation of these results has been clouded by questions about sample 

quality, and particularly by the inhomogeneity implied by the broad super

conducting transitions generally observed. Specific heat (C) measurements on 

two samples of UPt3 , each showing two distinct maxima near Tc' are reported. 

The new samples were prepared in different laboratories by different 

techniques, and both reflect substantial improvements in sample preparation. 

The anomalies in C are sharper than any observed previously, and explain the 

appearance of the double transition, incompletely resolved in earlier 
1-4 measurements. 

Separate and distinct discontinuities in C corresponding to two 

superconducting transitions are evident in Fig. 1. Idealized sharp discon

tinuities for the two separate transitions at Ta and Tb are. represented by 

dashed lines. For comparison with other measurements, solid lines that 

represent entropy-conserving constructions for a single transition at T are 
c 

also shown. Values of T and ~C(T )/7T are given in Table I. The similarity c c c 
of structure in the anomalies for Sample 1 and Sample 2, in both the relative 

magnitudes of the two steps in C and their separation in temperature; the 
1-4 consistency with the "shoulders" observed for other samples; the constancy 



of Ta-Tb in spite of an overall shift of the anomaly by 70 mK; and 

calorimetric evidence (from measurements in two different laboratories on 

samples from three different sources) all suggest that a double transition to 

the superconducting state in zero magnetic field is an intrinsic property of 

UPt3 and constitutes persuasive new evidence that the superconductivity of 

UPt3 is unconventional .. 

Specific heats of the two samples were measured from approximately 0.2 to 

30K. The normal state C can be approximately represented over a wide range 
n 3 3 

of temperature (up to -20K) by C - ~T + 6T lnT + ET. For the measurements n 
reported here, however, it i~ necessary to limit the fits to data below 5K to 

reduce deviations to the expected experimental error. Values of ~ are given 

in Table I. 

The superconducting state C from 0.25K 
2 s 

Cs- ~(O)T + BT, with values of ~(0) and.B 

dependence of this form has· been observed 

but the values of ~(0) and B vary widely. 

to near T can be represented by c 
given in Table, I. A temperature 

1 2 5 in other measurements ' ' on UPt3 ~ 

The likely explanation for the non-zero values of ~(0) is sample-dependent 
6 7 gapless superconductivity associated with pair breaking. ' As a further 

comparison with this model, the uncertainty about the behavior of Cs_below 

0.25K is ignored, and the fraction (f ) of the electronic states that s 
contribute to the development of an energy gap is estimated from ~(0): 

f • [~-~(0)]/~. Data for a number of samples are shown in Table I. The s 
values of BT /~ and 6C(T )/~T (suggested9 to be universal constants in some c c c 
models) vary considerably. However, the variation is reduced substantially 

when they are normalized by 1/f : except for those reported in Ref. 5, they 
s 

2 

are,constant to ±10%. This result is support for the assumed interpretation of 

~(0), although it does not rule out contributions to ~(0) by other mechanisms 

that might be masked by these larger contributions in samples of poor quality. 

Work at Berkeley and Los Alamos was supported by the Director, Office of 

Energy Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Materials 

Sciences of the U. S. Department of Energy (at Berkeley under Contract No. 

DE-AC03-76SF00098). 
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TABLE I. 
samples. 

Parameters derived from the specific heats of different UPt3 Units are in K, mJ and mole. Symbols are defined in the text. 

T : 0.37 0.40 0.40 0.47 0.54 0.50 0.59 
c 
"Y: 426 422 430 434 426 461 450 

"Y(O): 265 260 165 140 110 80 56 

B: 875 960 1340 1300 1250 1560 1430 

f : s 0.38 0.38 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.83 0.88 

BT /"Y: 0.76 0.91 1.25 1.41 1.58 1.69 1.87 c 
BT /f 7: c s 2.00 2.39 2.02 2.08 2.14 2.04 2.13 

flC(T )/"YT : 0.38 0.57 0.65 0.78 0.86 0.87 1.00 c c 
flC(T )/f 7T : 1.00 1.50 1.05 1.15 1.16 1.05 1.14 c s c 

Reference: 8 5 This work 1 3 2 
112 111 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

1. C/T vs T for two samples of UPt3 near Tc. 
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